Introdoctloa
Two distinct styles of distributed programming have become prevalent in recent yean. The imperative style is typified by remote procedun calls [Birrell] [Cooper] : a tightly coupled, synchronous mechanism through which processes interact. The basic characteristic of this programming style is that one process can force another to execute code on its behalf; if a reqicst cannot be handled promptly there is no alternative but to implement some r?rt of request queueing or yndironization mechanism. The advisory style has received somewhat less attention. According tc this approach, each process "publishes" information that eventually becomes accessible to other processes, but without actually forcing them to act on it [Cheriton] . Advisory systems are thus relatively loosely coupled rnd asynchronous. A good example of the advisory programming style is the bulletin-board abstraction found in some artificial intelligence applications: a collection of processes (expert systems) interact by posting problems and relevant data on a common bulletin board; each process checks the board at its own convenience.
In this paper, we focus on the adaptation of data abstractions like the A.I. bulletin board to a setting characterized by processes distributed among multiple site? (lacking shared memory) in a network, communicating with one another in an advisory manner. Henceforth, we refer lo these as bboard data structures, or just bboards. Qir work was motivated by the desire to provide a simple, easily used interface to programmers who do not wish to be involved with the low level details of distributed computing. Bboards p.ovide such an interface in a way that interposes minimal overhead.
In any distributed system, process and site failures and recoveries can occur, and other processes that remain operational may need to detect and act on such events. Ensuring that behavior will be correct in the presence of failures i5 a poientially difficult problem that, if not treated at a system-wide level, can greatly complicate application software. Accordingly, we have integrated into the bbocrd support a failure detection mechanism that ensures that if any process observes a failure using a bbocrd, all processes will do so, and moreover that the ordering of failures relative to other events will be the same from the perspective of all observers. As a result a bbcard provides a uniform interface that processes can use both io communicate with one another and to monitor one another. As the examples <n Section 8 illustrate, problems that are difficult to solve in the absence of this sort of structure are often easy to solve using bboards.
The paper begins by developing a formal model that captures the logical behavior of a bboard executing
in the presence of failures and recoveries. We show that different forms of correctness may be desired of a bboard, depending on how it will be used, and that the cost and -crformance of a given implementation are limited by the desired correctness constraints. The consequences of interacting with multiple bboards having different correctness constraints are also explored, and we are able to show that good performance can often be obtained by placing resources into separate bboards that respect differing correctness constraints.
Next, we discuss a particular bboard implementation. The implementation is flexible in that it allows users to provide their own code to implement operations supported by the bboard. On the other hand, no effort is made to optimize *'" implementation by taking advantage of the semantici of operations, and bboard operations are not permitted to nest by invoking other bboard operations during execution. The imf lemcntation is targeted towards a network that is structured as a set of clusters of sites that communicate over local area networking devices, the dusters being interanmected by long haul connections. We also assume that processes and sites fail by halting, without previously taking any incorrect actions, and that network partitioning, whereby subgroups of sites form within which communication is possible, but between which it is severely degraded or impossi'ile, is rare and rapidly resolved.-Our implementation is based on a set of reliable multi-'This is because our protocois somenmes block during nerwork parririorung, although no incorrea acriors result.
-2 i*<«fciM^iit -i. • . r i» . i Mta -"-cast protocols which we developed and proved correct under these assumptiom in [Birman-b] .
The concluding sections of this paper discuss applications of the bboard approach. We describe bboard implementations of binary semaphores, an A.I. bboard of the sort dted above, a distributed deadlock detector, a replicated file supporting transactional access and concurrent updating [Joseph] , and a collection of primitives drawn from the Linda S'Net Kernel [Carriero] .
Themodd
Our model consists of processes lacking shared memory that communicate with one another through cboards. A bboard consists of a set of objects. An object may be a simple single-valued variable, or it may be a complex data structure like a queue or a tree. Each type of object has an allowable set of operations. A process interacts with a bboard by invoking an operation on it. (A bboard operation is simply a set of operations on objects on the bboard.) The bboard then actessrs the objects and returns a result to the process. The irvocation may also cause a change in the state of some of the objects accessed. Operations that do not cause the state of any object to be changed are called read-onty operations.
A process learns about the behavior of other processes in the system by means of the results returned by the bboard for the operations it invekes. From the values it receives, a process could, in general, deduce tha* another process has completed a certain action, or that certain events have occurred in a certain order. Since the bboard responds to each process independently, a correct bboard should ensure that its responses are such that the views of the system held by different processes are in agreement with one another. In other words, the bboard should be consistent.
Consistency comes in many flavors and not all of them will be suitable for a particular application. The most natural form of consistency is atomic consistency: all operations appear globally atomic. This means that if one process observe» the outcome of operation a before that of operation b, then all other process will observe them in the same order. This form of consistency is easy and convenient to use; the bboard appears to be a tightly-coupled shared memory.
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For some applications, atomic comiatency is stronger than is necessary. Consider the example of a simple airline reservation system, consistinß of a database (perhaps implemented as a bboard) containing the current bookings, and a set of processe that apply reservations and cancellations to the database. Several passengers make and subsequently cancel reservations for a particular flight. The order in which the processes observe reservations and cancellations of differ eta passengers is unimportant. It is necessary, however, ihat each passcng T'S cancellation be evefywnerc observed to be after his reservation. What is important here is that a passenger's reservation is causally related to Iris cancellaiion. Ttris leads as to a scxroJ type of consistency -causal consistency. To determine whether one invocation causaDy affects another requires, in general, knowledge of the semantics of the operations invoked, which may not be available to a bboard. However, if thcxt: h no means by which knowledge of an invocation / by a process P could have reached process Q before Q performs t", then i sac i' cjanot be carnally related. AH otto invocations are potentially causally related. This is discussed in detail in [Lamport.] , A ^u&aUy ccasment bboard orders all potentially causal invocatioiss, that is, all process» observe the jaintr order for invocatiom that ccüd causally affect one another, but processes may differ in the order in which thsy observs the stfects of operations that cannot causally affect one another. This form of consistency is useful because it is cheaper to implement than atomic consistency; hence an application that uses atomic consistency woere causal consistency would suffice incurs an unnecessary overhead.
Finally, we consider muumal consistency, where the orders in which processes observe events may differ arbitrarily. This form of consistency is useful in applications where a process needs to know whether other processes have carried out certain actions, but does not care about the order in which they occurred.
Eadi form of consistency places rcstrictiom on the order in which processes view events in the system, minimal consistency placing the fewest rcstrictiom, atomic consistency the most. Processes learn of the actions of CJU» processes only by means of the results returned by the bboard. Hence the statement "proofs P observes event a before event b" should be interpreted as meaning that "the results that the bboard rettirns to F »re in agreement with the view that a occurred before b." In terms of the bboard, then, the consistency requirement only specifies the behavior it should present at its external interface, and does not restrict the order in winch acdom are taken internally, provided that the results obtained externally are correct. In typical implementations, one would espect a correlation between the order in which actions ure taken internally and the results obtained externally. However, it is the flexibility obtained by decoupling the two that leads to efficient runtime behavior, as wfl] be seen in Section 7.
Whereas consistency refers to the order in vAäch different processes view events occurring in the system, synchronization refers to the degree of control that processes have in specifying this order. It may be necessary, for example, for a process that updates the value of a variable to ensure that the new value not be stored undl 'orae other process has read the old one. In our model, processes achieve this sort of syr.±ronization using guards. Who: a process invokes an operation o on a bboard, it may label the invocation with a guard, which essentially spedfies a set of invocations that must be performed before the execution of o. In terms of results returned by the bboard, this means that the remit returned for operation o must reflect the outcomes of the invocations specified by the guard.
Aaotfeer aspect to be considered is fault-tolerance. A fault-tolerant application requires a means of detecting when a process fails, and a means for different processes to agree on its occurence. It is often also necessary for different processes to consistTtiy ordesf the failure iclative to other events in the system. We use guards for this purpose too. A guard may specify, for example, that a particular operation should oc performed only after the faihire of a oertain process. A bboard ensures that every process observes the same order between a failure event and any cither event, regardless of the type of consistency followed by the bboard. In addition, the bboard ensures that every process observes the failure of another only after it has observed the effects of all invocations of the failed process, except for invocations whose guard requires it to be ordered after the failure. This would happen, far example, if an asynchronous action i.« posted to dean up actions that may be only partially completed if a failure occurs.
Wc also allow the existence of multiple bboards in a system, because it may be useful to have different types of consistency on diflerent variables. Indeed, this will be essential in any large system. 5 3. The funmi modet
The specification of a bboard defines the saaantics of its operatioiM by describing its behavior when operations are invoked on it sequentially. It gives the results that should be returned by the bboard for every totp'ly ordered sequence of operations on it. For example, the specification of a bboard may state that the results to be returned for the invocation imeei (a, x) [insert item t on queue JC], followed by lnsert(6, x), followed by flrstfx) [return the first item on queue x] should be doneO-dooeQ and dooeCa) respectively. It might also state that the results to be returned for the sequence of invocatiom toaart (a, x) , ttmt(x) and nrrt (.t) should be done(), doDe(a) and emptyQ respectively. A specification may be non-deterministic, that is, it may be possible for the same sequence of invocations to return different results. There arc many ways in which a specification may be written: using Lgical predicates, using state machines, or even by exhaustive enumeration; the actual method chosen docs not concern usEven though the spedfication of a bboard is given in terms of totally ordered sequences of invocations, in practice a bboard will be invoiced concmrentiy. A single process may «sue concurrent invocations; invocations from djffcreat processes will in gcncraJ be concurrent. The relationship between the results returned in such a setting to the specification of a bboard depends on the type of consistency followed by the bboard.
A process operates by invoking operations on a bboard, waiting for their results, doing some computation based on these results, issuing more invocations, and so on. We model a process P by a set of invocations Jp and a partial order -p on these invocatiom. Each process has a unique name, which we call its p_pam£. An invocation is a tuple (g, o) , where f ia the guard for the invocation and o is the operation to be performed, with appropriate arguments. Recall ihat o may consist of operations on more than one object on the bboard.
The partial order -^ gives the order in which P presents invocations to the bboard. a -*,, b rncans that P presents the invocation & to the bboard after receiving the results of invocation a Thus b is potentially causally dependent o
The behavior of a bboard is modeled by its history, which is a set of events E^. Events conespond to the execution of operations by the bboaidi, and to the termination of processes. In addition, there is a distinguished event INfT, which oomsponds to the initialization of the bboard. Formally, an event is one of 
Guards
Tae guaid for an event e spedfies a set of events whose effects e must observe. A guard may be nondetenninistic, meaning that the set of events satisfying the guard may not be unique. In this case, at least one such set of events must occur before e. Notice thai guards cannot directly access the objects in a bboard or otherwise sense the bboard "state". Guards are drfined as follows: ejvant oocurs, whereas notation (v) delay* it until some subsequent events (indicated by g') occur. The fonner form is used when the ejvme of the enabling event is already known. The latter form is used when an event e has begun a sequence of actions that will be tenninated by a subsequent event e'. Although e'.ejuam is unknown, a guard of the latter sort could be used provided that a pattern that will match e' can be conrtructed.
Conafatency of the bafletin board
The type of consistency defines the relationship between the results returned by a bboard and its specification by requiring that certain orderings between events be observed. Minimal consistency only orders events relative to failures. Causal consistency also requires that potentially causal events be ordered, and is hence a stronger requirement than minimal consistency. Atomic consistency requires that all events be ordered. In addition, we require that an atoraically consistent bboard orders potentially causal events according to causality. The three forms of consistency then form an indusive hierarchy.
What makes an event potentially causally dependent on another? If a process P receives the result of an invocation i before it issues invocation i", then i' could be causally dependent on i. In other words, if » -,, j".
then i' is potentially causally depenaent on i. Further, if the guard for invocation i' causes it to be ordered after invocation i, then i" is potentially causally dependent on i. We formalize this by defining the potential causnäty relation introduced in Sec. 1 as follows. A relation --on the evens in E SB is a potential causality relation if it is dosed under trnnsitivity and satisfies the following conditions.
(1) If a -^ fc for some process P, then a' •,-b', where a' and b' are the events in E^ corresponding to the invocations a and b by process P.
(2) For every event e in E ES , there exists a set 5 satisfying e.guard such hat for all events e' in S, e' ■»-e.
If guards can contain the names of arbitrary events, it may not be possible to construct an acyclic potential causality relation on the events in the history of a bboard. However, if we assume that when a proocsi invokes an operation, it uses only the names of events whose effects it has observed, then an acyclic potential causality relation can always be constructed. A total order on the history of a bboard meets the specifir aion of the bLoard if it is true that, had the invocations had been presented to the bboard in this order and had the bboard returned the same results as in its history, then the bboard would have been performing according to its specification. In other words, the results returned by the bboard to the prwases air indistinguishable from the results returned by a correctly functioning bboard that receives invocations sequentially in the given total orehr.
We now use these definitions to formalize what it means for a bboard to satisfy each of the three types of oensistency. A bboard satisfies atomic consistency if there exists a potential causality relation on its history that can be extended to a total order that meets the spedfitation of the bboard. This is just another way of saying that the results returned by the bboard should be in agreement with the picture that all the events were totally ordered, and that this order agrees with potential causality.
A bboard satisfies causal consistency if there exists a potential causality' relation ~c such that for every event e in E^ there is » view under -c that meets the spedfication of the bboard. This means that for every event the results returned are such that there appears to be a total order on all potentially causal events, but since different events can have different views, there need be no global order on the events.
A bboard satisfies minimal consistency if there exists a potential causality relation -c ucfa that for every event e in Egg there is a set of eventt E containing e with the following property: tor au «' € £, e' -c e, anu the events in £ can be extended to a total order that meets the specification of the bboard. This requires the bboard to return results based on some but not all of *he potentially causal events, and no ordering requirement is present.
^M.

Maidns ■ coiufatmt cai in ■ bboard
Misra and Chandy define a consistent cut [Chandy] in a dbiributed system with potential causality relation -j. to be a set of events 5 such that V e t S then for all e' -c e, e' £ S is *dl. We can then define the eve-ts at the frcnt of a ennsistent cut5astheset{<?|^ £ S and then*-exists no e' € i' such that e' -c e }.
Events, as defined t. Mir-ra and Qiandy, refer to single-site operations, wfaeras a bboard event, as we have dciined it, may consist of operations on sevaral objects, and may hence occsir at multiple sites. Thus a single l*' oard event may coas'at of several single-site sub-events. However, the sub-events comprising an individual bboard event e ahvays form Jie from of a consistent cut and the wents E v in any view for e form a consistent cat. This is interesting because a number of distributed algorithms based on consistent cuts have been developed, hence these can easily be impl-mcnted in the contort of bboards. Invocations in these types of bboards also satisfy a contamnent property. Let.--and e' be two events occurring in a L xsard snd let E v and E' v be the events in views for e and e'. If « -c e' then E v £ E' v . Moreover, if the bboard is atnmicaUy consistent then there is a view such that even if e snd <•' arc not potcitially causally related, it is always true that
These properties have intuitive inf-ipietatios* in ten of the way that time is perceived by the processes using 9 causally or atomically consistent bboard. Essentially, they say that a bboard operation thai accesses multiple objects can bs thoi\ght of as happening instantaneously according to a logical interpretation of time:
every other bbo.trd operation is either before or after such an operation, and these before and after rtlations respect causality. Thus, in a causally consistent bboard, if one process taki» a snapshot of the bboard state and then communicatRS on the basis of this with another process, the second process always sees a bboard state subsequent to the one seen by the fint. A stronger condition holds in atomic bboards: all snapshots are ordered even if the intersection of the objertt they access is empty. These observations lead to valuable simplifications of distributed algorithms thi operate on bboards. For example, in the deadlock detection algorithm of Section 8. deadlock detection is done by an operation that computes a snapshot of a set of process states maintained as sepaiate object*, in a causally consistent bboard.
Cons&enrr lerHi In mdviaat? wyttam
We have defined a hierarchy of consistency levels, with minimal consistency at the bottom of the hierarchy and ctomic consistency at the top. Each level requires an order to be observed on certain events that the lower levels do not: minimal consistency places no ordering requirements, causal consistency requires that potentially causal events be ordered, and atomic consistency requires that ev nousal events be ordered.
The question arises, however, of whether these levels of consistency are equivalent in the following sense. Is it possible fev a process accessing a bboard to execute a protocol that will order events not ordered by the bboard, thus obuining behavior, equivalent to that from a bbnard with a higher level of consistency? Under the advisory model of computing, this b not possible. In this model, process P can only post its information and request that other processes post a response. There is no guarantee that other processes will actually read the posted information, or that they wül respond within a finite time. In fact, since P will in general not be aware even of the number of other processes in the system, it will never know when all processes have responded. Even if U i* agreed a priori that aD processes periodically post information regarding events they have recently observed, the fact that there is no bound on the relative speeds of processes mears that P could have to wait indefinite^ W? nore that if such a bound exists, it is possible for the processes to nchronize their actions and order events indeprafcntly of the bboard [Cristian] , but this is a deviation from the advisory model.
Another question that arises is whether the hierarcfay can be extended beyond atomic consistency.
Atomic consistency requires all individual events to be ordered. A higher form of consistency could require that groups of events be ordered relative to other groups. For example, it could be required that all events by the same process be ordered in the :'^rjie way relative to all events by other processes. This is a form of serializability: the processes behave like transactions. Carrying the analogy further, a still higher level of consistency might provide an ordrring on grcups of groups of events, and so forth.
Interestingly, onx a process has access to an atomically consistent helper bboard, higher levels of consistency can be achieved using it. The idea is to use the helper to share a token. Abst ct operations to acquire and release the token can easily be implemented, and since the order in which these are performed is 11 fixed by the bboard and is globally consistent, it can be used to generate an ordering on otherwise uiiurdered events or groups of events. The order selected could also be shared by changing the value of the token when releasing it. We exhibit such a token in Section 8, and also show how it can be used to obtain serializauiiiTy in a causally consistent bboard. Because there is little reason to believe that an explicit bboard with a higher level of consistency than atomic consistenL-y would be much more efficient or have some other strong advantage over a bboard implemented this way, our model was only carried as far as atomic consistency.
ImpfementatioD
This section describes an implementation of bboards which we are undertaking at Cornell. We begin with a brief overview of the environment within which this implementation functions. Some pragmatic objectives that were relevant to the internal implementation strategy we adopted are discussed. Finally, the communication primitives on which the implementation is based are presented together with the bboard algorithms ind a proof that the implementaticn achieves the desired forms of consistency. \ Our implementation permits a single process to interact with multiple bboards of diifenng consistency leveb. Moreover, although data items and operations are associated with specific bboards, as in the model, guards can include ejuanea drawn from multiple bboards. This feature turns out to be quite useful in developing bboard-based application software. We do not believe it would be difficult to extend our model to capture these possibilities but sew little advantage to be gained by doing so.
Computing and commtmkatknts enTtronment
Our work assumes a wide-area network of multiprocessing computers supporting message-based interprocess communication (the protocols take advartage of clustering into groups of sites interconnected by a higher speed local network devices to achieve improved performance). Workstations and individual processes fail by crashing: execution ceases (no undetectably incorrect messages are sent first) and the local states of failed processes are irrevocably lost. Later, we win discuss prospects for recovering state information after a failure by periodically saving checkpoints.
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Orervin» and Laognag« Featatm
The implementation is designed as a package of library routines which is accessible from the C Iss« When the guard is satisfied, invoke the operation on bboard bb and store the result in result. The object(s) to be accessed are identified in the arguments, which the bboard mechanism does not interpret. In addition to the guard syntax from Sec. 3, the special guard timeout(secs} is supported; it is satisfied after sees seconds have elapsed. The bboard specifier bb may be omitted if the process is only '»"■»^«"g one bboard.
After performing the invocation, the ejvane that it was assigned is stored in evar.
The operation is performed asynchronously. Its ejxame is stored in evar immediately and execution continues concurrently with th^t of the invocation.
Execution pauses until the asynchronous invocation to which evar corresponds terminates. The result is then stored in result. Join can only be executed by the process that originated an asynchronous invocation, and provides a way to intemipt a long-running bboard operation, for example at the behest of a user. Other system fanctioni aüvetpjume) True if session pjuane is still active wad false otherwise.
jailedipjuxme)
True if process that initiated session pjuime failed while the session was still active, false if not.
In our implementation, a single client can initialize and interact with multiple bboards if desired. We will refer to the processes that are enrolled in a bboard as its components. A component invokes guarded operations using the syntax given above and the guard notation defined in Section 3. Our bboard facility is responsible for packaging each invocation into a message, dispatching the message to the cojsponents if the bboard, delaying the execution of an invocation until its guard is satisfied, and then invoking the operation with the appropriate arguments. The programmer who implements a bboard provides code for the operations tluat it supports, in the form of procedures with value/result semantics. In addition, the programmer provides mechanisms for man&ging storage for bboard data items, procedures to create or initialize data itens, and (iT disired) a way to query the bboard to learn what objects are currently on the bboard. Because objecs may not reside at th-c same address in different components, object» are normally identified symbolically in the arguments to an operation and mapped to the appropriate address using a symbol table at runtime. A symbol table package is included as part of our bboard implementation.
Fault tokrancc and degree of replication
If a bboard hoa multiple components and one fails, our implementation is such that the bboard will be left in a consistent state and the failure will be detectable using the guard mechanisms described earlier or the system function failed. Fault-tolerance considerations have lead us to replicate all objects on a bboard in every process where the bboerd a used Full replication may not be necessary for some applications, however, and we discuss prospects for replicating bboard objects to lesser degrees at the end of this section.
7.4--jodertyl&g conrnianimtlon primitives
The implementation is based on a set of communication primitives described in fail, all operationai d^tioatiom will receive the message, md that if the sender does fail but any destination receive? the message, then all other destinations will receive it too. However, this allows for the possibility that one of a causal sequence of broadcasts win be received at all its destinatiom, while a broadcast that it depended upon is delivered nowhere -behavior that we wish to rule out. We therefore modify the standard definition of atomidty as follows. Recall that under our failure model, when a process or site fails all miormation regarding its current state is lost. It follows that the scenario in which a process receives a message and then fails is indistinguishable from one in which it failed before receiving the message, unless it took an external action like sending a message before failing. Hence, if a process P receives a message m and fails without taking an external action, we do not require that m be delivered to the other destinations. However, if F sends a message m' to Q after receiving m and before failing, then unless Q fails as well, m must be delivered to its remaining destinatiom. This is because the state of Q may depend on the contents of m.
Our primitives differ in several other respects from what has normally been called atomic broadcast [Schneider] [Chang] [Cristian] . First, atomic broadcast protocols provide all or nothing delivery to a static set of processes (often, all processes in the system). In our situation, the set of components of a bboard can change dynamically, hence at the time a primitive is invoked, the set of processes ihat will ultimately receive the broadcast message is undetermined. Secondly, most atomic broadcast protocols provide a globai message delivery ordering property in addition to atomic delivery: broadcasts are received in the same order everywhere in the system. To satisfy this property is costly: it requires a multi-phase or token based protocol, or a delay before message delivery can be attempted. Such strong ordering is only needed in atomic bboards, and it is too rostly to accept in cases where it isn't actually needed. To overcome this problem, our primitives satisfy vary^iig ordering constraints, and have latency that varies accordingly, finally, unlike the previously reported work, our cx-mmunicaoon primitives are integrated with a mechanism for dealing with failure and recovery at the level of individual processes.
Thü GBCAST primiiive
GBCAST (group broadcast) is the most constrained, and costly, of the four primitives. Arguments to GBCAST are a message ami the symbolic name cf a bboard, which is automatically translated into a set of -15- GBCAST is used primarily to transmit information about failures and recoveries to operational components of a bboard. When a component fails, the system arranges for a GBCAST to be issued to the operational components of the bboard on its behalf, informing them of its failuro. This GBCAST is delivered after any other broadcasts from the failed component. A new or recovering component wishing to join an existing bboard also uses GBCAST to inform the operational components that it has become available.
Because of the way in which GBCAST is ordered relative to other broadcasts, each component can maintain a view listing the components belonging to a bboard, ' Ing it whenever a GBCAST is received.
Although views are not updated simultaneously (in real time), ui components observe the same sequence of view changes. Moreover, ail components receiving a broadcast b (of any type) v/ill have the same value for the view at the time b is received, and can hence take consistent actions in response to b. Intuitively, we wish for the view to represent a logical system stau in which the message was received simultaneously by all operational bboard components.
GBCAST has a stronger atomicity condition than the other primitiv«: if a component receives & GBCAST, thai even if it fails all others will receive it too. With this condition, GBCAST provides an inexpensive way to determine the last oomponent(s) that failed, when all components fail. Ifcoard components simply record each new view on stable storage: a simplified version of the algorithm in [Skecn] can then be executed on these stable views when coraponents start to recover after the failure is resolved. We use this property in connection with the bboard checkpointing mrchanism presented at the end of this section.
The ABCAST prfanfflvc
The second primitive, ABCAST (atomic broadcast), satisfies a slightly weaker ordering constraint. Any two messages transmitted using ABCAST will be delivered in the same order at all common destinations.
Further, if the same component performs more than one ABCAST to overlapping destinations, then the order of delivery at these desvjuxtions is the same as the order of initiation of the A5CAST protocol. ABCAST is Implemented using a 2 phase protocol.
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J. Tbc CBCAST primtörc
The third primitive, CBCAS1 (causal broadcast), involves leas distributed synchronization then GBCAST or ABCAST. In an asyndrcrous distributed system with no shared memory, the only way in which an action a can influence an action 6 is if they both occur in the sane process, with the a occurring before &, or if there is a sequence of messages from process to process which could have cvried information about action a to the process carrying out action b. This is formalized in the definition of the informatlDn flow relation below. The information flow relation -r is the transitive closure of the following relations.
(1) If a and b are actions by the same component of a bboard, and a occurs before b, then a -> ; b.
(2) If a is the sending of a message by a component, and A is the receipt of the lame message by another, then a »j b.
If o, and o 2 are the actions corresponding to the initiation of two CSCASTs and o 1 -; o 2 , then the message sent by o l is delivered before that sent by o, at a&l common destinations. Note that no delivery order is specified for CBCASTi not related undes -r CBCAST is implemented using an inexpensive 1-phase protocol that employs piggybacking to enforce this delivery constraint.
The MCAST priaiitto
The fourth and last primitive is MCAST (multicast). MCAST{msg, gnome) atomically delivers msg to each operational member of gnome. The delivery order is unconstrained.
J. Bask Bboard Impfementatlon
Within the above framework, implementation of the bboard package is straightforward. Each bboard is created with a single component. When a process wishes to earoU in a pre-existing bboard, GBCAST is used to broadcast its intention. On reception of an enrollment GBCAST, a coordinator-cohort algorithm, is used to also used to inform bboard components when a component fails, and they use this infonnadon when evaluating guards.
When a component of the bboard is presented with an invocation, the following occurs. An e.jiame is generated for the invocation. Next, the information corresponding to the operation to perform, the arguments, the guard, and the generated ejuxme are packaged into a message and sent to ail components (including the one that issued the invocation). We denote the sending of such a message for an invocation i as seTui{i). The primitive used to send the message depends on the consistency level of the bboard: ABC AST is used for atomic consistency, CBCAST for causal consistency, and MC AST for minimal consistency. 2 The caller the., blocks until the operation is executed as described below and it receives the result, except in the case of an invocation issued with the myae option, in which case the caller resumes execution immediately.
When a message is delivered to a component (an action we denote by nrcv(j)), the message is added to a wait quszu, which preserves the order in which messages are delivered. Messages in the wait queue of a component are processed as follows. Starting at the head of the queue (the earliest delivered message), the guard is evaluated to see whether operations have been executed on the local copy of the bboard that satisfy die
guard. An expression of the form \pjunne, op] is also considered to be satisfied if a CBCAST relating to a failure of process pjtame has been received. If the guard is true, the operation in the message is executed by invoking the appropriate procedure with the given arguments. If the invocation was issued by the local component, the result of the execution is returned to it, otherwise the result is ignored. The message is then removed from the queue. If the guard is not satisfied, the next message in the queue is examined. Each time an operation is executed, the guards for previously examined invocations may become satisfied, hence the wait queue is reexamined from its head.
In our initial bboard implementation, all bboard components will save ejwmes until the process that issued the event terminates. Then, ejwmes generated by the terminated process are discarded, although its termination status (whether or not it crashed) is saved indefinitely. This approach is simple and should entail low overhead, provided that individual processes do not execute huge numbers of bboard operations. Possible ' We allow the user to substitute other prc^ocols for MCAST in arder to benefit from tne bboard interlace while also satisfying other appücatico-spedfic requirements, such as real-tiirr ccratraints, that our existing protocxis would not address.
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optimizations are discussed below.
Finally, the cancel operation is transmitted using G8CAST. This means that all components have received the same set of invocations at the time a cancel request is received Hence, unless the invocation has already been performed everywhere, it is cancelled at aQ the components.
PofonnaiK» comidenükwM
This approach to implementing bboards causes all operations to be executed by all components, wheh may seem to be a costly approach to replicating data. However, a response is needed only from the component local to the process that issued the operation, because all bbcard components compute consistent results. Thus, in contrast to other systems that use this approach to replication [Cooper] , the caller does not wait until remote bboard components have processed the operation before continuing, and a bboard will normally execute as asynchronously as is possible given the consistency constraints it must respect. A finsh primitive is also provided lo allow a process to block explicitly until all the operations it has initiated have been delivered to remote bboard components. The remaining question is to determine whether the overall cost of computation using this method exceeds what might be achieved with some other method. For example» our previous work on resilient objects used a coordinator-oohort method in winch each operation is executed by a single component (not always the same one), which then distributes the result to the remote components [Binnan-a] [Joseph] . One might wonder if such a strategy would tend to give better performance In fact, there are several reasons for believing that replicated processing will be beneficial in a bboard implementation. First, the method we have adopted is extremely simple, and this is obviously an advantage.
Perhaps more important is that the cost of simply getting a request to remote bboard components will typically be much higher than the cost of processing it. Moreover, the oommunicatson primitives are implemented to employ extensive piggybacking when the system load rises. Thus, when the system is under a moderate load, each arriving message is likely to contain multiple requests. Assuming that I/O and scheduling overhead dominate compute time for typical requests, efficiency rises with increasing load. In tact, performance studies of the ISIS system, which uses the same primitives described here, confirmed this effect and showed that it can have a dramatic impact on system performance. In essence, the cost of this class of distributed computatiom, -19-In which execution is relatively asynchronous and the messages describing operations are "small", is b:st measured by the number of process scheduling events and I/O operations needed to perform the operation -not the compute time associated with the operations themselves.
ComctncM
Each component executes operations sequentially in the order the corresponding messages are removed from the wait-queue-We assume thai there arc no errors in the (user-supplied) definitions of objects and operations on them and hence the results returned at each component arc in accordance with the specification of the bboard for the total order followed at that component. We show that even though the order in which opsrations arc executed may differ from component to component, the execution yields the desired level of conusteocy.
Atomic coosfateocy
For atomic consistency, we must show that the order in which operations are executed is the same at all components, and that thii order forms a potential causality relation. Because ABC AST is used to transmit messages, messages are delivered and added to the wait-queue at each component in the same order. Now each component uses the same deterministic algorithm to remove messages from the wait-queue; hence messages are removed from the wait-qucve in the same order at every component. As a result operations are executed in the same order at every component.
For the (total) order in which operations are executed to be a mtential causality relation it must satisfy two conditiom:
(1) If J, "p » 2 for some process P, then i l must be executed before i, at all components.
(2) Every invocation must be preceeded by the execution of a set of invocations that satisfy its guard.
The implementation obviously satisfies condition (2). .As for condition (1), note that if :, -^ i ; , this means that the invocation i., was presented to the component P efter the results of invocation i, were known there.
Clearly, i. was executed at P before «,. Since all components execute invocations in the same order, it follows that if ij ~p J-, for any P, then the invocations are executed in this order at an components.
• 20- 
Caoaai amwktmrj
We must show that the order in which operations are executed at each compcnent us a potential causality relation (that is, it satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above), even though the order may differ from .omponent to component. As above, the ccii-ütion on guards is obviously satisfied. If », -,, i ; , then (the message corresponding to) ij was removed from the wait-queue at P before i 2 was issued. That is, r«rv(i,) occurred at P before send{U). In terms of the information flow relation, r«rv(i 1 ) -; seTtd(i 2 ). Since send(i.) -, recv(L) (by definition), it follows that send(i,) -j sendQJ. Furthermore, any invocation i' that caused the guard of i", to be satisfied must also have been executed at P before L and hence before .iend (i-) . This means that recv(i') occurs at P before send{i 7 ). Hbaoe recv(j') -^ smd(i 2 ). It follows that send{i') -; send(t 2 ).
We have shown above that if i, -p i,. then Mn^(i.) ••, send{i 2 ) and send{i') -. send(L) for any J" satisfying the guard of /, at P. Since CBCAST is used to transmit information in a causally consistent bboard, it follows that r«rv(i,) occurs before rrcv(i 2 ) and /W(J') also occurs before recv(ij at all components. In other words, the messages corresponding to i, and all the invocations that satisfied its guard at P are added to the wait-queues of all components before the message corresponding to i 2 . Hence, i, will be executed before L at all components.
Mininwi consistency
In a minimally consistent bboard, messages about invocations are transmitted using MC AST, which observes no order. This mricea it difficult to talk about the correctness of a minimally consistent bboard, since even causally related events are unordered. For example, a process might issue an invocation 9et(j:, 0) followed by «ddCx, 10) on a bboard and then obtain the result 10 from an invocation of re«d(j:). At another component the operations may occur ir> reversed order, giving a result of 0 for the read. For this reason, we do not envision the use of minimal causality in bboards maintaining objects that have a "state". However, certain realtfrae systems have behavior that is conveniently modeled by minimal causality. For example, if a sensor generates a high ra'.e of timestamped readings of a device, the timestamp ordering can be u^cd to decide if a particular reading is valid, and it may not be necessary for all readings to be registered provided that a reasonable degree of currency is maintained. In sudi a setting a minimally consistent bboard provides a simple,
-21-umform, and inexpensive interface that will simplify the software development task.
In the case where a -JCT specifies some alternative protocol to be used in place of MCAST, the consistency achieved will depend on the characterirtia of the protocol employed. Any detailed treatment of this problem thus becomes the responsibility of the user.
Opthntaatfana
Several types of optimizations arc cspected to be valuable for obtaining good bboard performance.
First, in the case of read-only operations, it is not necessary to broadcast the invocation to all bboard components, provided that the guard for the event satisfies a minor restriction. The restriction is that the guard not refer to some other read-only event, and we believe it is minor because such synchronization seems to serve no practical purpose. Since a read-only operation will not change the bboard state, and its result is needed only at the component where *±-invocation occurred, such an operation can be placed directly on the wait-queue at the local site, and correctness will not be compromised However, the issue now arises of how guard satisfaction can be determined in the case where the read-only event is referenced in the guard of some other (non read-only) event *'. Since s' is not read-only, however, it v.ill be broadcast to all bboard components including the one where e was executed. That component will discover that e satisfies some part of the guard for «'. Rather than satisfying the guard locally, it broadcasts the e_name for e to all bboard components, including itself, using the broadcast type appropriate to the bboard. On receiving a message containing ejujmes for reat only operations, all recipients apply the ejiame to their guards. Since all do this, guard evaluations are consistent and the information flow relation is preserved.
A second optimization concerns the partial replication of bboard data. In general, this is a difficult open
problem. An important special case arises when the events which satisfy a guard will occur at a superset of the components where a data item resides. In such cases, invocations of operations on a data item need be broadcast only to the components irmintnining the item and the implementation will still function correctly. On the other hand, if some event e satisfying the guard for an invocation ; is not broadcast to all components where i is to be executed, some will execute i whereas others will leave i waiting. Such behavior could dearly lead to inconsistencies, and a mecfaamsm to resolve this problem is beyond the scope of this pajier.
A third possible optimizatioa would allow a process to cache subsequeaccs of tht e_names generated by other bboard comporaaits, while keeping the oomp'tte sequence of its own ejuanes. An interrogation mechanism could then be used to inquii^ about ejtamts, operating much like the mechanism used with readonly operations that we described above. Our initial oboard in.plementation will not support this optimization.
7.8, Chedkpohithig the bboard state
It is well known that if a checkpoint/rollback algorithm is used ic a nondetermiuistic system, and the system enters a state in which messages that were sent prior to rolling back are received after rollback, even the weak consistency constraints imposed by tninimal consistency can be violated (the message may not be reissued in the state that results after rollback). In [Koo] a multi-phase protocol that avoids such behavior is described.
Checkpointing a bboard is much more straightforward because GBCAST is atomic and totally ordered relative to other sorts of bboard events. To establish a chedq.~jint, a GBCAST is issued to invoke a checkpointing operation in each component, which causes a checkpoint and a timestamp to be written (atomically) to stable storage. If all the components of a bboard fail, components that recover nm an algorithm to determine the last ones that failed; when these have recovered, they compare the timestamps of their last checkpoints. The component(s) possessing copies of the most recent checkpoint restart from it. All others then re-enroll in the bboard.
8, AppOcatkuH
The bboard paradigm is broadly applicable. For example, the AL bboard discussed in the introduction might be implrmented as a causally consistent bboard with operations to post and read problems and data.
This would guarantee that if an expert process starts working on a problem, it will also find relevant data and evaluation begins as soon a* tie tuple enters the tuple space. These operations could easily be implemented in an atomioüly consistent bboard.
Below, we show how three well known problems can be solved using bboards. A token passing examp'e demonstrates the use of bboards to achieve fair, efficient mutual exclusion on a shared resource. A deadlock detector illustrates how bboardi might be used to maintain a non>thviaI düTibuted data structure; a deadlock check will discover deadlock if and only if one is really present. Finally, a bboard implementation of a transactional replicated file shows how bboards could be used to implement a database system. Because the bboard interface is simple and lightweight, these implementatioiis all should perform well.
Tokec passing
A distributed token can easily be implemented using a bbboard. In the implememtation we descrbe below, a process attempting to acquire the token is given it immediately if the token is tree. If the token is in use, processes waiting for it queue up and compete to acquire the token after it is released.
The token is represented by a record containing a field hokkr that stores the e_'iame of the event that caused the token to be acquired by the current holder (<)> if there is no holder). Any additional fields needed by the application can be added to the token structure. The operations on th: bboard are grab and free, and are modeled after the usual implementation of semaphores using atomic instructions [Peterson] . Grab is used while aoquiring tne token. If the token is free, invoking grab causes the hrUer field to be set to the e_name corresponding to the invocation. If the token is in use, grab does nothing, and the caller deduces that it must wait by examining the pjusne of the holder field after it retmvv Free is used when releasing the token, and sets the value of the holder field to 4?.
A process wishing to acquire or idease a token docs so usi £ the interface routines acquire and release, whidi in turn invoke the bboard operations described above. The correctness of the solution follows from the fact that invocations on the bboan 4 are totally ordered; hence not more than one process acquires the token at a time. Notice how the guard is used to avoid busy waiting when an attempt is made to acquire the token while it is held by some other process. If the first attempt to grab the token fails, each iteration of the while loop delays the next grabQ v-peration until the process that holds the token (tuken.holder.p_name) has either interacung by remote procedure call. A process that has issued such a call waits for the destination process to reply Periodically, a process that has been waiting for a while checks for deadlock; if deadlock is detected and the process has the lowest pjvane among processes with which it is deadlocked, it cancels its request. The solution is inexpensive because process states are stored in a causally consistent bboard, which can delay transmission to updates to take marimum advantage of piggybacking.
To solve this problem using a bboard, we first introduce a data structure to represent wait-for relationships. A wait-for edge is said to exist between P and QüP cannot execute until it receives a message from Q.
The wait-for digraph G consist, of a set of nodes corresponding to the processes, with wait-foi edges inserted according to the above rule. A deadlock exists if and only if a cyde is present in the wait-for digraph. We assume that a process can only execute one request at a time.
The deadlock detector bboard will be a causally consistent bboard supporting the following operations -insert an edge, delete an edge, and a read only operation to check for deadlock. We will assume that an edge is inserted by a process that will have to issue an RPC to some other process before it can reply to a caller.
The edge is subsequently deleted by the same process that inserted it prior to sending the reply. No interface is required; these operations are all performed directly on the bbuard. Notice that the bboard passes the event name as an argument to each invocation, even though these names were not needed in this example.
To prove that this bboard is correct, we must establish that if a deadlock occurs it will eventually be detectable and that if a deadlock is detected, it corresponds to a wait-for cvcle in the real system. Because the bboard is distributed, it is not immediate that these properties hold: many deadlock detection algorithms tend to find phantom deadlocks, which result when wait-for edges from different stages of a computation are assembled into a single, inconsistent snapshot, representing a system state that never occurred [Gray] . For example, Q might at some time wait for P, and P may now be waiting for Q. If the old wait-for edge representing Q waiting for P is included into G, a phantom deadlock would be discovered between P and Q and P might abort Itself unnecessarily.
The correctness proof is as follows. Assume that the bboard subsystem is live and that a deadlock occurs. Since deadlock is a stable property (unless a process detects the deadlock and aborts, the deadlock per- sists), then eventually all copies of'the bboard will exhibit a system history in which the wait-for edges representing the deadlock are included. Thus, if a deadlock occurs, it will eventually be detected. Notice that more than one process may detect the deadlock at once. Now, assume that a deadlock is detected by process P. Then, P has discovered a cycle P -Qy-• • • ~Q n~P mG. Consider the portion of this graph consisting aiP -Q x~ Q 2 . It cannot be the case that Qy responded to P before it waited on Q 2 . Otherwise let <? be the event whereby Ö, deletes the edge P -Qj and *' be the event whereby it subsequently inserts the edge Q { -Q 2 . We thus have « -Q e'. Hence, i e -c e', implying that e would have been applied to G before e'. Similarly, it must be the case that Qy is waiting for Ö-.. etc. It foUows that the deadlock is real.
Scriallziibfe access to concurrently updated data bema
Using an atomic bboard together with a causally ormsistert bboari, a tramactional mechanism supporting asynchronous updates tu a replicated database can be implemented. Each transaction consists of a begin operation followed by sequöiCc of tcud and »vme operations terminated by a commit or abort, with the usual semantics. A transaction that fails before committing is automatically aborted. Two-phase locking is used to 27 achieve serializabtlity and a write-ahead log to implement abort [Gray] .
The ppproacfi is as foDows. An atomically consistent bboard, denoted LOCKS, stores a set of lock variables. These am acquired just like the tokens of the previous example, but are released by the commit or abort of the transaction that holds the lock (for brevity, only the "interlace" code is given below). A causally consistent bboard, denoted DB, stores the log and database items. The begin operation posts an asynchronous "cleanup" operation; it wül be described shortly. Bead returns the current value of a variable. Write first logs the old version of the data item being updated and then performs the update. Because the log record is written before the update is done, the semantics nf a write-ahead log are achieved: regardless of how asynchronously the update is done log records are always written before the corresponding update is done. Finally, commit logs a commit record and then terminates the session, while abort just terminates the session. Termination enables the cleanup operation, which checks to see if the transaction committed (termination due to a failure is treated as an abort). If not, it rcvotcs the old values of any variables that have been changed. Then it deletes any log records written by the terminated process. Completion of the cleanup operation, in turn, enables the release of any locks acquired by the transaction; locking is thus two-phase. Moreover, since this establishes a causal chain between the termination of a process and any subsequent process that acquires a lock from it, subsequent processes will observe the updates that have been done even if these are very asynchronous (recall that CBCAST is used in this case). A formal treatment of this type of causal chaining is given in [Joseph] .
The code for the interface used to communicate with the DB bboard and the bboard operations themselves is given below. As in the case of the token, the interlace procedures are not really part of ehe bboards, but rather arc used to communicate with them in a stylized fashion. We ormt the detailed management of the log data structure, which ts implemented by routines log_write, log_delete, restore.fromJog and notjogged.
We also use a "pointer" notation to pass references to data items, although in practice this would be replaced with a symbolic addressing mechanism.
The implementation needs some discussion. Fust, examine the asynchronous guarded operations that ere issued for log cleanup and lock release. -log old value -update x -log commit record -end session.
-just end session. ~ The LOG part of the bboard ~ procedara appendiz : event, rtype rreadorwritc, item : datajtem, value : data) begti -log commit requests and first write request if rtype = "commit" or (rtype = "write" and notjogged("write", item)) then iog_write(rtype, item, value); end append; procedara cleanupit: event, p_name : processid) if notJogged("commit", p"jiame) then -committed? restore_fromJog(p_name); -no, roll-bnck DB deleteJog_rccords(p_name); -doi " end cleanup
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proccdcK y/rite{e : event, x : datajtem, value : data) begin x.data := value; -just set the value end write; -The interfaoe to the LOCK bboardprocedure ACQUIRE(ttrmcveut: event, lock : lodOypc) ▼■r temp : lock_type; begin -Post an asynchronous operation to release the lode after commit/abort. async {termevent} free(lock) acquire(lock.mutex); end ACQUIRE; that waits until the session ends. It does this using a guaid will not be enabled until the invoking process terminates. The ejuane of the cleanup operation is noted in the variable termevent. Later, when locks are acquired, they post an asynchronous release opsration guarded by {termevent}. That is, after the deanup, lock release events become enabled. These release any locks that the process held prior to ending the session. The locking algorithm itself can be based on the token passing example, and is omitted for brevity. Recall that an invocation with a guard that becomes enabled due to failure will be executed after any events initiated by the failed process with a guard that was satisfied prior to the failure. From this we see that if a failure occurs, the deanup operation will not execute until any pending updates have completed.
A replicated database implemented in the above manner should perform quite well. Updates will be asynchronous [Joseph] , and correctness and fault-tolerance will follow from the fact that the DB is causally consistent. In fact, good performance using these techniques was measured in our previous work, and We have proposed that advisory bulletin boards be conaioered as an alternative to more imperative styles of interaction in fault-tolerant distributed systems, and illustrated the approach with a series of examples that are suaightforward when implemented as bboards and more complex when implemented using other programming methodologies. We do not view bboards as the only facility to be used in such systems, and indeed continue to believe that the mechanisms proposed in our previous work (resilient objects, fault-tolerant process groups) can play an important role. Rather, it is our feeling that if a diversity of fault-tolerant prcgramming tools can be provided to distributed systems architects, then they will ultimately find it as easy to build faulttolerant distributed software as it currently is to build fault-infokranr non-distributed software.
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